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About This Game

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS: GO) expands upon the team-based action gameplay that it pioneered when it was
launched 19 years ago.

CS: GO features new maps, characters, weapons, and game modes, and delivers updated versions of the classic CS content
(de_dust2, etc.).

"Counter-Strike took the gaming industry by surprise when the unlikely MOD became the most played online PC action game in
the world almost immediately after its release in August 1999," said Doug Lombardi at Valve. "For the past 12 years, it has
continued to be one of the most-played games in the world, headline competitive gaming tournaments and selling over 25

million units worldwide across the franchise. CS: GO promises to expand on CS' award-winning gameplay and deliver it to
gamers on the PC as well as the next gen consoles and the Mac."
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My favorite game of all times, used to play old cs like a mad man in my teenage days, now 30+ came back on cs go to have fun
with friends. Game looks much more amazing, and the physics is better i think also love the new type of granades , gave the
game some new dimensions. Unfortunately only thing that is ruining all the fun is insane amount of cheaters, lately its very hard
to get a game without at least one. This made a lot of my friends that came back to cs to quit playing it, because sometime there
is no fun in it if you play against obvious cheaters. Valve will have to find out a fast and effective solution for this, its becoming
and epidemic illness for cs go. Hope you solve it cause i love this game!
. Nostalgia an unforgettable game <3. its a really nice game to play with your friends and have a quite large player base. The
only downfall of the game is a lots of hackers. In matchmaking u can encounter to hackers in almost every alternative match
even when u are a Prime Member.
Hope Valve will have better solution for this kind of things in future.. sik gibi oyun. nice game before it was free.
\ud835\ude0e\ud835\ude33\ud835\ude26\ud835\ude22\ud835\ude35 \ud835\ude28\ud835\ude22\ud835\ude2e\ud835\ude26,
\ud835\ude33\ud835\ude36\ud835\ude2a\ud835\ude2f\ud835\ude26\ud835\ude25 \ud835\ude23\ud835\ude3a
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Only Cheaters, so annoying!. Vac f\u00f6r nothing but still gg. What's wrong with this
stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game?
I've never saw worse\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than this
Where was the crosshair, well thats the question because nobody knows
Ive spent 3k hours playing this piece of crap shooting simulator for autistic children with down syndrome
And It gave me depression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts
My parents are happy because ive made it to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing MASTER GUARDIAN 2 division what makes me
a professional player in this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ass universe of misery where only
entertainment is running across long with sandals on my feet dodging enemy's bullets
In a matter of fact every single one of them ending piercing my skull sideways from temple to temple and leaves my rotten body
in the middle of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in sahara desert widely known as DE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DUST THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING SECOND
I dont give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about this broken game and if you want to play
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with or without me, get your stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665between
two concrete mixers, put on some mustard on your hands and slap your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing face twice
thank you
much love
P.S 32 in 1. This game is the best way to express your anger. Probably gonna play this again and again. The game itself is
alright, although the community is pretty toxic. There is also an influx of cheaters ever since the game became free to play.
Valve should focus more on improving the game such as fixing bugs and validating their anti-cheats in both competitive
matchmaking AND casual. If they can\u2019t really get rid of the hackers, at least \u201cforce\u201d them to play on a
separate hackers-only dedicated server so they would stop ruining the game for the rest of us - if that\u2019s possible.. bwa bwa
bwa too many hacker in here :(. ppretty good game. I really regret spending all this time on this game. Wish I never started.
Where to begin, where to begin. Let's try measuring the good versus the bad.
Good...
1. it is fun play with friends
2. meet crazy and fun people that can become a part of your life.
3. learn to be a better player throw hard work and a lot of effort.
4. a good way to kill a lot of time
5. you can win big and lose big, skins are like diamonds on csgo.
6. when there are events, there fun and crazy.
7. learning a map makes you feel like a god, knowing a weapons spray pattern makes you an elite player.

Bad...
1. if you solo Que, you might as well drink a bottle of bleach and hope for the best
2. always bring a salt shaker with, you are going to get a lot of salty people and you will save a lot of cash collecting that salt.
3. if you cant aim, cant hear the enemy players, if you are too slow, you will hate this game and become a salty player.
4. you will always run into hackers and smurfs, no matter what you do.
5. Events are very scarce lately if we are lucky, there is one a year.
6. there will always be people trying to steal your skins, hack your account, so whatever you do, try and be safe.

Now in conclusion, if you want to play this game do it on your own accord. risk it for the biscuit if you will. you will get mad,
you will be upset, you will rage quit, you will suck. BUT you can get better, stay calm, focus, and have a ton of fun if you do it
the right way. is it worth paying for the game? NO. there is too many hackers and smurfs that destroy the gameplay. is it worth
it to get the free version? YES.
I only play this game with friends, that way you still get to enjoy the game,
Hope this helps someone along the way.. I NOT CAN PLAY

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Update Released:
Release Notes for 2/20/2014

[ OPERATION PHOENIX ]
- Started Operation Phoenix
- Operation Phoenix Passes are available for purchase. They provide access to:
-- Eight maps, chosen by the community, available on official CS:GO matchmaking for all game modes.
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-- An upgradable Operation Coin, that tracks all competitive matchmaking statistics for the duration of the event.
-- Exclusive access to the new Operation Phoenix Case, with 13 Community-Created Weapon Finishes.

[MISC]
- Teammate Colors:
-- Added convar cl_color to allow players to set their preferred teammate color index.
-- Renamed teammate colors convar to cl_teammate_colors_show and added option to display Color Letters over teammate
colors in competitive ("cl_teammate_colors_show 2").
-- Teammate preferred color can now be chosen when in a lobby and displays above player avatars.
- Damage can no longer be done to teammates during a freeze period in any mode.
- Fixed cs_baggage skybox texture.
- Fixed cl_draw_only_deathnotices 1 and cl_teamid_overhead 0 not hiding the overhead player arrows.
- Fixed player flair icons getting cropped on avatars in the lobby.

[Aug and SG556]
- Scope dot no longer fades too quickly during online play.
- Scope dot is slightly more visible against bright backgrounds.
- Scope dot is now tinted using the player's crosshair color settings.

[MAPS]
- Overpass
-- Smoothed out movement on truck in Bombsite A
-- Simplified cover in bombsite B
-- Removed some trees in upper park
-- Smoothed out ground in canal
-- Removed small walls near playground entrance
-- Tweaked cover in playground
-- Small fence at birthday area no longer block bullets/grenades
-- Simplified corridor to CT sniper position
-- Improved player visibility
-- Improved performance

- Nuke
-- Made wallbanging through large metal doors consistent
-- Added back pretty lighting in bombsite B
-- Made it possible to throw grenades through skylights in warehouse
-- Fixed some graphical bugs

[NETWORK]
- Added support for threaded socket processing on clients and servers.
- Significantly reduced the size of client connect packet to be below MTU.
- Optimized split packet processing sequence.
- Client address is no longer transmitted in official game events or saved in official GOTV demos.
- Client P2P NAT requests are now always rejected when connected to a game server.. Operation Vanguard is now live:
This operation features unlimited free access to a collection of six top-rated community maps, and introduces Campaigns – a
new and rewarding way to play CS:GO. Forge your own path through a series of missions, earning extra Operation Vanguard
Cases or weapon drops as a reward.

With your Access Pass, you can complete two missions per week in the two Campaigns included with the pass. If that’s not
enough, you can take on optional Campaigns that will allow you to complete additional weekly missions and will send you
farther across the globe. Complete a sequence of missions within a Campaign to earn Challenge Stars and upgrade your
Operation Vanguard Challenge Coin!

In addition to campaigns, you’ll get a Competitive Scorecard to track key stats from all of your play in official competitive
matches on Vanguard and Active Duty maps throughout the operation. Check out the Friends Leaderboard, and find out how
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you stack up against your friends.

Arms Race Update

Arms Race gets an overhaul with new rules and three maps previously restricted to Demolition mode. Will you charge through
the weapon progression, or focus on taking down the enemy team’s leader? Check out this Arms Race Guide for all the info on
the Arms Race update.

All this and more (including a new map in Demolition mode!) in today’s update, so what are you waiting for? Your Operation
begins now!

See detailed update notes here.
. CS:GO Update History:
Interested in this history of CS:GO updates? You can find information on all CS:GO updates prior to 2014 here.. The Next
Weapon Case:
The quality of workshop submissions has been steadily increasing. We’ve seen some incredible work by new and returning
contributors. For the next case, in order to direct this amazing creative force in the most useful direction, we’ve decided to
announce in advance the weapons we hope to ship.

Shipping a case means balancing an ideal case design against the available weapons on the workshop. Often we’d like to ship a
particular weapon at a particular quality, but can’t find a match on the workshop. As a result we end up shipping some weapons
more frequently than we’d like, and some a lot less.

While we expect to ship several of the items already on the workshop, we’re hoping this announcement can help guide artists to
fill some gaps (marked with an asterisk below). Note that the list isn’t a guarantee of the final case design. With that caveat out
of the way, here is the list:

Covert

M4A1-S

G3SG1*

Classified

USP-S

AK-47

SSG 08*

Restricted

M249*

P250

MAG-7*

Galil AR*

Mil-Spec
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Glock-18

Dual Berettas*

FAMAS*

SCAR-20*

XM1014*

MP7*

MAC-10

We will be making our final selections after September 7th.

FAQ

Do I need to do anything special to be eligible for this case?
No, all you have to do is submit your designs by September 7th and make sure your item has been finalized on the workshop.

Do I need to use the new paint style in my design?
No, it’s just one more option that you can consider. As with any weapon case, we’ll be looking for variety in art style.

Do I get paid more for a weapon in a higher tier?
No. Every weapon in a case pays out an equal share.

How do I design for a specific tier?
It mainly has to do with visual salience and design specificity. Weapons with bright colors and designs that perfectly
complement a weapon’s geometry end up in the upper tiers. Weapons with more subdued colors and/or more randomization in
the pattern application end up in the lower tiers.

What can I do to stand out?
Give your weapon a story. This is more than creating a beautiful design; it’s giving the weapon a visible history that hints at a
larger narrative. Good examples are the  AWP | Asiimov, the P250 | Cartel, AK-47 | Wasteland Rebel, and the P90 | Elite Build.
. Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Update Released:
Release Notes for 2/13/2014

[MISC]
- Aug and SG 553 scope modes now correctly respect players' zoomed mouse sensitivity settings.
- Fixed game client unexpectedly loading installed plugins. -LoadPluginsForClient is now required if client needs to load
plugins, however with plugins client will start in insecure mode.
- Added buymenu localization tokens for the CZ75-Auto.
- Player teammate colors now stay consistent throughout a match in both Competitive MM and most third party services.
- Adjusted the teammate colors a bit based on feedback.
- Fixed miniscoreboard causing hitches by refreshing the avatars too often.
- Fixed the chat on Macs showing hex colors instead of names.
- Fixed Scar-20 icon not being visible in the in-game weapon inventory.
- Fixed NameTag text field not taking input.

[Shipped yesterday]
- Fixed Classic Static (crosshairstyle 4) not being static.
- Fixed player color arrows being bot colored in casual.
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- Fixed letter label showing up over player dots in radar when spectating / watching a demo.
. ELEAGUE Boston 2018 Major Championship Finals:
Watch live coverage from Boston’s Agganis Arena beginning Friday at 10:00am ET (4:00pm CET) on the official Twitch
stream (or in game on GOTV) to see which team will become the next CS:GO Major Champions!

https://www.twitch.tv/eleaguetv. New Workshop Publishing Process:
To All Workshop Submitters,

We've recently updated the workshop submission tools for CS:GO, and as a result the process for generating a new (or
modifying an old) submission has changed.

If you are updating a prior submission or generating a new submission:

1) Launch CS:GO
2) Open the console
3) type 'workshop_publish' and press enter.

Thanks, and keep up the great work!. Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Update Released:
Release Notes for 2/12/2014

[ CZ75-Auto]
- Added the CZ75-Auto as a new stock pistol that is a loadout alternative to the P250. Its stats are identical to the P250's with
the exception of being fully automatic and having only two magazines.
http://blog.counter-strike.net/index.php/2014/02/8644/

[ CS:GO Weapon Case #3 ]
- Introducing the CS:GO Weapon Case #3, comprised entirely of pistol finishes, including finishes for the new CZ75-Auto.

[ GAMEPLAY ]
- Weapon adjustments based on data collected:
-- Increased Aug recoil
-- Reduced Aug rate of fire
-- Reduced Aug and Sg553 scoped run speeds
-- Increased Desert Eagle accuracy recovery by 2.5%
- Improved scope visuals for Aug and Sg553.
- Aug now has a new firing sound.
- Pressing the walk key while running now properly decelerates your speed to walking instead of instantly capping it.
- Fixed regression that broke environment fog not being reduced when zoomed with a scoped weapon.

[ UI ]
- Added text filter to loadout.
- Added peel animation when player cycles position.
- Fixed enemies on the square radar not rotating to match their view.
- Fixed teammate colors sometimes shuffling on some panels when a player disconnected in Competitive Mode.
- Crosshair style 2 (Classic) has been changed to accurately show weapon accuracy.
- Added some ConVars to be used with crosshairstyle 2 (Classic) to allow users to further customize how they want it to display.
(cl_crosshair_dynamic_splitdist, cl_crosshair_dynamic_splitalpha_innermod, cl_crosshair_dynamic_splitalpha_outermod,
cl_crosshair_dynamic_maxdist_splitratio)

[ MAPS ]
- Overpass
-- Improved visibility.
-- Removed small cover on CT side of Bombsite B.
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-- Drastically reduced the number of trashcans.
-- Widened tunnel near T spawn.
-- Widened lower door in park connector.
-- Widened corridor near CT sniper room.

[ MISC ]
- Fixes to improve game stability during startup.
- Added diagnostic info to debug video config reset.
- Fixed dedicated server to write steam_appid.txt
- Fixed several game server memory leaks.
- Fixed a bug causing certain workshop maps to re-download every time the game is launched.
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